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We hope you enjoy reading about all the exciting things that happen at Hillbeck and what we
have coming up.

Residents celebrating their birthday
this month are…
Pat M - 2nd May
Pat D - 10th May

Entertainment for May
Friday 8th May- Rob T
Friday 15th May - Colin Woodcock
Thursday 28th May – Kevin Walsh

All of our entertainers will be singing in the Courtyard

Internal Activities
We have a range of activities taking place every morning and
afternoon. These include Bingo, Arts & Crafts, Quiz’s,
Sing-a-longs, Armchair workouts, Games and much more.

Quote of the Month
Agree…..Never argue
Redirect…..Never reason
Distract…..Never shame
Reassure…Never Lecture
Reminisce…..Never say remember
Repeat…Never say ”I told you so”
Ask…with command
Living with Dementia…

Getting to know our staff
In the spotlight this month…

“Employees of the Month”
Employee of the month goes to every single
member of staff at Hillbeck. This is for their
hard work and dedication through this
difficult time. We could not get through this
without them.
Thank you everyone

Hillbeck News
I would like to start by hoping that you are all safe and well in
this strange and scary time.
We at Hillbeck are all well and happy and apart from friends
and families not visiting life is as normal as can be.
Please do not think that just because families are not coming
in that our standards are slipping in any way. This is far from
the case. Our residents are our first and main priority. So care,
food, hygiene and activities are still taking place as they would
be done.
I would like to say a huge Thank you to some of our wonderful
families that have brought in Easter eggs, chocolate bars,
biscuits and cakes for the staff. Also a big thank you to our
manager Kerry who treated the staff to a Domino’s pizza
lunch.
And lastly to the ladies of Bearsted Parish council for the
basket of knitted chicks filled with chocolate eggs. We are
hugely grateful to you all.
Kevin Walsh and Lauren Austin went down a storm….From
the court yard. They lifted everyones spirits as the residents
sung along with them from their seats in the hallway and
dining room areas.

Thank You

Easter 2020

